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Abstract

A multi-degree-of-freedom (m.d.o.f.) system excited by a rough moving surface has been developed to
study friction-induced oscillations. The normal degrees of freedom allow for oscillatory normal forces,
while the normal–tangential coupling of friction produces parametric excitation in the slipping equations of
motion. After a modal change of variables, first order averaging has been used to produce a set of
autonomous equations of motion. Eigenvalue analysis of the averaged equations has produced stability
predictions for the steady sliding position. Numerical integration of the original system of equations has
verified the existence of locally unstable oscillations for a system excited by a rough surface input. The
combination of velocity-dependent friction and a harmonically varying normal force have been shown to
produce large-amplitude oscillations, in some cases leading to stick–slip responses.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The role of friction in the contact of mechanical components presents a problem of great
interest and importance. The consequences of friction between two elastic bodies in sliding
contact may be desirable, as in the stopping power of automobile brakes, or undesirable, as in the
audible noise of brake squeal. Friction-excited oscillations are the usually undesirable result of the
combination of friction behavior at the contact of two elastic bodies and overall system dynamics.
Characterizing the relationship between the generally non-linear friction–velocity relationship and
the dynamics of a particular contacting pair is paramount to understanding problems such as
automatic transmission wet clutch engagement. Many researchers have studied friction-excited
oscillations, concentrating on different aspects of the problem.
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Of particular importance in the study of friction-excited oscillations is the variation of contact
force. The problem was first examined critically by Tolstoi [1], who constructed a low speed
friction apparatus to determine the influence of the normal degree of freedom (d.o.f.) on friction.
He experimentally observed a friction force reduction when the normal d.o.f. resonance was
excited. This resonant reduction in friction was attributed to the difference in mean separation of
the bodies for the resonant and non-resonant cases. Godfrey [2] also recognized the interaction
between system dynamics and friction by experimentally examining the influence of vibration
between sliding components. Further discussion of mean separation and the real area of contact
was seen in Budanov et al. [3]. They concluded that higher sliding velocities produced more violent
asperity collisions and therefore a larger separation of the bodies. Rice and Ruina [4] used a state-
dependent friction law and examined sliding stability. They determined the critical system stiffness
value for stable sliding.
More recently, Hess and Soom [5,6] studied the interaction between friction and vibration. They

predicted stability of steady sliding in a friction-excited system and augmented the Greenwood and
Williamson [7] model for elastic contact with the rotation degree of freedom. Normal-angular
coupling was also studied by Martins et al. [8], and later extended by Tworzydlo et al. [9]. In both
works, a power law was used to model the constitutive behavior at a sliding contact interface. These
works consider the kinematic coupling of the normal and angular modes, a phenomenon not unlike
that observed in the study of brake squeal by Earles and Lee [10], among others. De-stabilizing
effects in these models manifest themselves as non-symmetric (i.e., non-conservative) stiffness terms,
possibly resulting in either flutter or divergence instabilities of linearized equations.
In this work, a new mechanism of instability has been investigated. Arising in systems with non-

constant normal forces and velocity-dependent friction coefficient, the instability is the result of
dynamic coupling of the tangential and normal modes of the slider. While many studies have
focused on the friction-excited oscillations associated with a negative friction curve slope, the
present work considers a friction-related steady sliding instability in a multiple-d.o.f. system
possessing a friction law not restricted to negative slope. Due to the interaction of the oscillating
normal force and the non-zero slope of the friction curve, a parametric damping term arises in the
slipping equations of motion. This parametric excitation gives rise to combination resonances the
stability of which have been determined using the first order averaging method of Krylov and
Boguliubov [11]. The stability criterion developed for the combination resonance relates system
damping to friction characteristics, normal force variations, and frequency tuning. The
relationship between forcing frequency and system natural frequencies is critical. Unstable
oscillations for the combination resonance are not excited by the negative damping-type
instability of a negative friction curve slope. Rather, they are related to the magnitude of the
friction curve slope and the tuning relationship of the forcing and natural frequencies.

2. Mathematical model and problem statement

The idealized system model is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Composed of m; 2-d.o.f. contact
subsystems and one slider to which the contact subsystems are attached, the system has a total of
2m þ 1-d.o.f.s. Each contact subsystem is excited in the normal direction by a rough surface
translating below, while the tangential d.o.f. is excited due to the normal–tangential coupling of
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friction. The more massive slider, conversely, possesses a single tangential d.o.f., and it is coupled to
each subsystem via a spring and dashpot. Therefore, the massive slider represents the large-scale
motion of an elastic body in contact with a moving rough surface. The small subsystems represent
the contact dynamics on a micro-scale; i.e., the subsystems model the contact of the elastic body and
the moving surface on an asperity scale. The contact subsystems each have the potential for sticking,
while the slider continuously slips. The rough surface input to each subsystem is independent;
consequently, sticking of each contact subsystems occurs independently of the other subsystems.
Because of the piecewise description of the motion (i.e., sticking and slipping), the mathematical

model is also developed piecewise. Consider the normal motion of one of the subsystems, say
subsystem i; due to the rough surface moving below. The normal motion governing equation for
the ith generalized co-ordinate is

mi .xi þ cn;ið ’xi � ’xin;iÞ þ kn;iðxi � xin;iÞ ¼ 0; ð1Þ

where i indicates the d.o.f. and n indicates that these are the normal d.o.f. stiffness and damping
parameters. xin and ’xin are the input displacement and velocity, respectively, for the ith d.o.f.
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Fig. 1. A system schematic: (a) top view; (b) side view.
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The normal contact equations have been modelled using linear stiffness and damping elements in
preparation for a stability analysis of the steady sliding solution later in the paper. It will be shown
later that small, steady state normal oscillations drive the sliding instability for this system.
Therefore, a linear approximation for the normal contact governing equations will not invalidate
the conclusions of the stability analysis, and is the starting point for the normal contact model.
The slipping equation of motion for the ith tangential response co-ordinate is

mi .yi þ ct;i ’yi þ kt;iyi ¼ Ff ;i þ ct;i ’ys þ kt;iys; ð2Þ

where

Ff ;iðtÞ ¼ miðVrel;iÞjNiðtÞj sgnðVrel;iÞ; ð3Þ

and where the subscript t indicates that these stiffness and damping parameters are for tangential
motion. mi is the coefficient of friction for the ith d.o.f. and Ni is the normal force for the ith d.o.f.
ys is the displacement of the slider, while yi is the tangential displacement of the ith subsystem.
The normal force is time-dependent and composed of two parts; one part is the static (constant)
normal force, denoted by No;i; while the other is the normal force fluctuations due to normal
response, denoted by mi .xi:

NiðtÞ ¼ No;i þ mi .xi: ð4Þ

The time dependence of the normal force is the result of a normal direction oscillatory response,
xi:
The friction model under slipping conditions can then be described as follows. The friction

coefficient miðVrel;iÞ is a function of sliding velocity, thus capturing the well-documented variation
of friction with relative velocity. The normal force is a function of time, resulting from normal
oscillations in the subsystems. The friction force, therefore, is a function of both sliding velocity
and normal motion, as described in Eq. (3).
Tangential motion during sticking for the ith d.o.f. is prescribed as

’yi ¼ Vref ;i; .yi ¼ 0; ð5Þ

where Vref ;i is the (reference) velocity of the surface moving beneath the ith contact subsystem.
Next, consider the slider to which the 2-d.o.f. contact subsystems are attached. The slider is

considered to have only tangential motion. It is excited only by its coupling to the subsystems, and
it is attached to global ground via a spring and dashpot. The equation of motion for the slider is

ms .ys þ cs ’ys þ ksys ¼
Xi¼m

i¼1

Fi; ð6Þ

where Fi is the reaction force developed in the ith subsystem spring and dashpot. The matrix
slipping equation of motion can then be assembled:

Mf .Qg þ Cf ’Qg þ KfQg ¼ F; ð7Þ

where fQg is given as

fQg ¼ ½ysy1?ymx1?xm
T; ð8Þ
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and M; C and K have the following forms:

M ¼

ms 0 ? 0 0 ? 0

0 m1 ? 0 0 ? 0

0 0 & 0 0 ? 0

0 0 ? mm 0 ? 0

0 0 ? 0 m1 ? 0

0 0 ? 0 0 & 0

0 0 ? 0 0 ? mm

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
; ð9Þ

K ¼

ks þ
Pi¼m

i¼1 kt;i �kt;1 ? �kt;m 0 ? 0

�kt;1 kt;1 ? 0 0 ? 0

^ 0 & 0 0 ? 0

�kt;m 0 ? kt;m 0 ? 0

0 0 ? 0 kn;1 ? 0

^ 0 ? 0 0 & 0

0 0 ? 0 0 ? kn;m

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
: ð10Þ

C has the same form as K: F is defined as

F ¼ ½0 Ff ;1 ? Ff ;m 0 ? 0
T: ð11Þ

Normal excitation to the system is provided by the rough surface translating beneath the
contact subsystems. In order to investigate roughness-related phenomena, a sinusoidal profile
with characteristic height hasp;i is used:

xin;i ¼ hasp;i sin
2pXi

li

	 

; ð12Þ

where Xi is the distance travelled and li is the wavelength of the surface beneath the ith d.o.f. Xi

includes one component due to the motion of the surface itself and one component due to the
tangential response of the subsystem.
In the zero surface roughness case, the normal force is constant, and the steady sliding friction

force for the ith d.o.f. is

Ff ;i;ss ¼ mðVref ;iÞNo;i: ð13Þ

It is assumed that for the small surface roughness features, the long time solution of Eq. (7) in the
phase space consists not of discrete points, but of small closed trajectories, representing periodic
motion. The stability of these periodic solutions is investigated, and conditions for the existence of
parametric instabilities are derived in terms of friction curve slope at the steady sliding position.
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3. Linearized equations of motion

The goal of this analysis is to determine the stability of the long time solution to the system of
equations (7). For small roughness features (i.e., small hasp;i), the oscillatory part of the normal
force, Eq. (4), is small, and the long time solution to Eq. (7) involves small, periodic, non-sticking
solutions (small, closed trajectories in the phase space). If the trajectories are small, then as a first
approximation, the small tangential response is neglected when calculating Xi: Therefore,

XiEVref ;it; ð14Þ

and the rough surface input to the ith co-ordinate becomes an explicit function of time:

xin;i ¼ hasp;i sinðoo;itÞ; ð15Þ

where

oo;i ¼
2pVref ;i

li

: ð16Þ

The normal direction input no longer relies upon the tangential direction response. This
decoupling allows for explicit solution for the displacement variables corresponding to the normal
response co-ordinates. The steady state normal response for the ith d.o.f. is

xiðtÞ ¼ Mi cosðoo;it � fiÞ: ð17Þ

In Eq. (17),

Mi ¼ hasp;i

k2n;i þ ðcn;ioo;iÞ
2

ðkn;i � mio2o;iÞ
2 þ ðcn;ioo;iÞ

2

" #1=2
; ð18Þ

fi ¼ tan
�1 cn;ioo;i

kn;i � mio2o;i

" #
� tan�1

kn;i

cn;ioo;i

 �
: ð19Þ

The remaining variables are contained in the vector f #Qg:

f #Qg ¼ ½ys y1; ? ym
T; ð20Þ

which has been reduced to only m þ 1 unknowns.
Using the steady state solution (17) in the friction force equation (3), the non-linear friction

force for the ith response co-ordinate is written as

Ff ;i ¼ miðVrel;iÞ½No;i � miMio2o;i cosðoo;it � fiÞ
: ð21Þ

Note that sgn ðVrel;iÞ has been dropped because continuous sliding is assumed to occur for small
oscillations about the steady sliding position.
In order to investigate the stability of periodic solutions to the decoupled equations, the friction

force is linearized using a Taylor series expansion about the steady sliding position:

mi ¼ m�i þ Si ’yi þ?; ð22Þ
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where

m�i ¼ miðVref ;iÞ; Si ¼
dm
dVrel

����
Vrel¼Vref

: ð23; 24Þ

It is assumed that the same friction–velocity relation describes the contact of each subsystem,
although the contacting velocities Vref ;i of the subsystems are independent. Using the linearized
friction coefficient (22), the linearized friction force becomes

Ff ;i ¼ Di þ di þ bi cosðoo;it � fiÞ þ gi cosðoo;it � fiÞ ’yi; ð25Þ

where

Di ¼ m�i No;i; di ¼ SiNo;i; bi ¼ �Mio2o;im
�
i ; gi ¼ �Mio2o;iSi: ð26Þ

Using the modal transformation

f #Qg ¼ #Rfzg; ð27Þ

where #R is the mass-normalized matrix of eigenvectors, yields the system equations of motion

If.Zg þ ½½x
 � CðtÞ
f’Zg þ X2
nfZg ¼ f #bg; ð28Þ

where

fZg ¼ fzg � ½O2n

�1f #Dg; f #Dg ¼ #RT½0 D1 ? Dm
T;

CðtÞ ¼ #RT

0 0 ? 0

0 g1cosðoo;1t � f1Þ ? 0

0 0 & 0

0 0 ? gm cosðoo;mt � fmÞ

2
6664

3
7775 #R; ð29Þ

½x
 ¼ #RT ½C
 þ

0 0 ? 0

0 d1 ? 0

0 0 & 0

0 0 ? dm

2
6664

3
7775

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

#R;

f #bg ¼ #RT½0 b1 cosðoo;1t � f1Þ ? bm cosðoo;mt � fmÞ

T:

The explicit form of the inhomogeneous forcing for the ith co-ordinate is

#bi ¼
Xj¼mþ1

j¼1

#Rjibj cosðoo; jt � fjÞ; ð30Þ

where #Rji are the entries in the modal matrix #R: As is revealed by Eq. (30), #bi contains terms with
the forcing frequencies of each subsystem due to modal coupling.

4. Stability analysis

Small physical damping has been assumed in the analysis. Furthermore, according to Eq. (26),
the two friction-related damping terms, di and gi; are both proportional to the slope of the friction
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curve Si: Conversely, the forcing parameter bi is scaled by the steady sliding friction coefficient m
�
i :

If it is assumed that the linearized slope of the friction curve Si is of the same order as the light
damping, it is logical to scale the following parameters as

½x
 ¼ e½#x
; C ¼ e #C; 0oe{1: ð31Þ

However, it is not assumed that the steady sliding friction coefficients m�i are small; hence the
inhomogeneous forcing terms are not rescaled by e:
Eq. (28) is now rewritten as

If.Zg þ e½½#x
 � #CðtÞ
f’Zg þ X2
nfZg ¼ f #bg: ð32Þ

The Cartesian transformation ðZ; ’ZÞ-ðA;BÞ is used to express the e ¼ 0 solution to system (32):

ZiðtÞ ¼ Ai cosðOitÞ þ Bi sinðOitÞ þ
Xj¼mþ1

j¼1

Fij cosðoo; jt � fjÞ; ð33Þ

’ZðtÞ ¼ �AiOi sinðOitÞ þ BiOi cosðOitÞ �
Xj¼mþ1

j¼1

Fijoo; j sinðoo; jt � fjÞ; ð34Þ

where

Fij ¼
Rjibj

O2i � o2o; j

: ð35Þ

The resulting set of 2m þ 2 first order differential equations is

’Ai ¼
e
Oi

sinðOitÞ fiðA;B; tÞ; ’Bi ¼ �
e
Oi

cosðOitÞ fiðA;B; tÞ: ð36; 37Þ

In Eqs. (36) and (37), the non-autonomous function fi is

fi ¼
Xj¼mþ1

j¼1

xij �
Xk¼mþ1

k¼1

Gij cosðoo;kt � fkÞ

" #(

� �AjOj sinðOjtÞ þ BjOj cosðOjtÞ þ
Xk¼mþ1

k¼1

�Fikoo;k sinðoo;kt � fkÞ

" #)
: ð38Þ

Using definition (38), the first order Eqs. (36) and (37) are expanded in Fourier series in order to
reveal the resonance frequencies of the system. These non-autonomous equations contain terms
the circular frequencies of which are sums and differences of all the systems natural frequencies Oi

and forcing frequencies oo;i: These time-dependent equations will be reduced to autonomous
equations via first order averaging. The averaging operator of Krylov and Boguliubov [11] is
given by

Af?g ¼ lim
T-N

1

T

Z T

0

f?g dt: ð39Þ

The averaging operator is applied termwise to the first order Eqs. (36) and (37); the surviving
terms are those which are constant and those with circular frequencies nearly equal to zero. The
resulting averaged (autonomous) equations contain the critical information for stability
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prediction. Each of the resonance conditions is examined individually below. In the subsequent
analysis, it is assumed that the system natural frequencies are distinct, thus precluding the
existence of the i2j internal resonance.

4.1. Case I: OiEoo; j

In this case, the averaged equations are

’Ai

’Bi

( )
¼
1

2
e

�xii 2s

�2s �xii

" #
Ai

Bi

( )
þ e

�Fijoo; jxii

2
cosð�fjÞ þ Fijs sinð�fjÞ

�Fijoo; jxii

2
sinð�fjÞ þ Fijs cosð�fjÞ

8><
>:

9>=
>;; ð40Þ

where s is the detuning parameter:

oo; j ¼ Oi þ es: ð41Þ

The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix in Eq. (40) are

l1;2 ¼ �xii8ið4sÞ; ð42Þ

indicating a stable periodic solution ZiðtÞ as long as the effective modal damping xii is positive.

4.2. Case II: Oi7OjEoo;k

After detuning according to

oo;k ¼ Oi þ Oj þ es; ð43Þ

the averaged equations are

’Ai

’Bi

’Aj

’Bj

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

¼ e

xii

2
�s

�gijOj

4ðoo;k � OjÞ
C

gijOj

4ðoo;k � OjÞ
S

s
�xii

2

gijOj

4ðoo;k � OjÞ
S

gijOj

4ðoo;k � OjÞ
C

�gijðoo;k � OjÞ

4Oj

C
gijðoo;k � OjÞ

4Oj

S
xjj

2
0

�gijðoo;k � OjÞ

4Oj

S
gijðoo;k � OjÞ

4Oj

C 0
xjj

2

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

�

Ai

Bi

Aj

Bj

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;
; ð44Þ

where

C ¼ cos ð�fkÞ; S ¼ sin ð�fkÞ: ð45; 46Þ
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The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix in Eq. (44) are

l1;2;3;4 ¼
1

4
�ðxii þ xjjÞ72is7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxii � xjjÞ

2 þ G2ij � 4s2 þ 4isðxjj � xiiÞ
q �

: ð47Þ

For eigenvalues with negative real parts, the critical value of modal parametric excitation is

Gcrit;ij ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xiixjj

p
ðxii þ xjjÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxii þ xjjÞ

2 þ 4s2
q

: ð48Þ

The averaged equations for the difference resonance case Oi � OjEoo;k are obtained by changing
the sign of Oj in Eq. (44). The stability prediction of Eq. (48) is precisely the same for the
difference resonance case.

4.3. Case III: OiEoo; j � oo;k

For the detuning

oo; j þ oo;k ¼ Oi þ es; ð49Þ

the averaged equations are

’Ai

’Bi

( )
¼ e

�xii

2
2s

�2s
�xii

2

2
664

3
775 Ai

Bi

( )
þ

�Fikoo;kGij

4
cos ð�fj � fkÞ

�Fikoo;kGij

4
sin ð�fj � fkÞ

8><
>:

9>=
>;: ð50Þ

The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix are

l1;2 ¼ �
xii

2
8ið2sÞ: ð51Þ

The linearized response is stable for positive effective modal damping xii: The results given are
also applicable for the difference case OiEoo; j � oo;k:

4.4. Non-resonant motion

For the case of no special frequency relationships, the averaged equations are:

’Ai

’Bi

( )
¼ e

�xii

2
0

0
�xii

2

2
664

3
775 Ai

Bi

( )
; ð52Þ

which clearly indicates that for positive effective damping xii the linearized response is stable.
The stability conditions are summarized in Table 1; however, several points deserve further

discussion. Consider the interesting case of internal combination resonance, Case II. Note that the
stability boundary Gcrit; ij found in Eq. (47) forms a hyperbola in the ðGij ;sÞ-parameter space
which is symmetric with respect to the s-axis. Recalling the definition of Gij; Eq. (29), it is clear
that for a negative slope of the friction curve, Gij could be less than zero. The product of the
velocity-dependent friction and a special frequency relationship, this friction-related instability
relies upon the existence of a sufficiently large parametric excitation amplitude.
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Before turning to numerical analysis to corroborate the linearized stability predictions and to
investigate the global effects of local instabilities, it is instructive to discuss the relationships
between the various system operating parameters. It is clear that increasing the system damping
makes the effective damping xij larger. However, increasing the static part of the normal force No;i

plays two different roles depending upon the sign of the friction curve slope. For the positive slope
case, increasing the static normal force has a stabilizing effect, while for the negative slope case,
increasing the static normal force has a destabilizing effect. Larger slope magnitudes produce
larger parametric excitation amplitudes, but depending upon the sign of the slope, they produce
either more or less friction-related damping. The interaction of the various system parameters is
quite complex; a numerical example reveals some of the subtlety.

5. Numerical results and discussion

In order to demonstrate the utility of the stability predictions developed above, the 3-d.o.f.
system shown in Fig. 2 is examined. The system under consideration possesses two d.o.f.s in the
transverse direction (y direction), one d.o.f. in the normal direction (x direction). The system is
excited by the moving surface with sinusoidal roughness below it. The model allows for sticking of
the contact subsystem, velocity-dependent friction, and oscillatory normal force due to the rough
surface input, expressed as

xinðtÞ ¼ sin ð2p #Vref t=o1 #lÞ; ð53Þ

where

#Vref ¼ Vref =hasp; #l ¼ l=hasp:

Therefore, the normal motion for the decoupled system is governed by

x00 þ znx0 þ o2nx ¼ znx0
in þ o2nxin; ð54Þ

where

zn ¼
cn

m1o1
; on ¼

1

o1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kn

m1

s
:

Solving for the normal response allows the linearized friction force to be written as follows:

Ff ðVrel ; tÞ ¼ mðVrelÞ½ #No � %Mo2o cos ðort� fÞ
; ð55Þ
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Table 1

Summary of stability criteria

Frequency relationship Stability condition 1 Stability condition 2

Case I: OiEoo; j xii > 0 N/A

Case II: Oi7OjEoo;k xii > 0; xjj > 0 jGij jojGcrit;ij j
Case III: OiEoo; j7oo;k xii > 0 N/A

No special relationship xii > 0 N/A
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where

#No ¼ No=m1o21; %M ¼ M=m1o21; or ¼ oo=o1: ð56Þ

The dimensionless tangential equations of motion for the decoupled system are

1 0

0 %m1

" #
y00 þ z1

1þ %c1 �%c1

�%c1 %c1

" #
y0 þ

1þ %k1 � %k1

� %k1 %k1

" #
y ¼

0

Ff ðtÞ

( )
; ð57Þ

where

%m1 ¼ mt=ms; %c1 ¼ ct=cs; %k1 ¼ kt=ks; o21 ¼ ks=m1; ð58Þ

z1 ¼
ct

ðm1o1Þ
; t ¼ o1t; ð?Þ0 ¼ d=dtð?Þ:

The input parameters used for numerical study of the model and the stability predictions are
given in Table 2.
The friction–velocity relation used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 3 and described

mathematically by

m ¼
0:75� 0:03jVrel j; jVrel jo15:0;
0:3; jVrel jX15:0:

(
ð59Þ

For the parameters used in this study, the effective modal damping xij is non-negative for all
reference velocities. As a result, the negative slope of the friction curve is insufficient to produce
the negative damping-type instabilities of Case I ðOiEoo; jÞ; Case III ðOiEoo; j7oo;kÞ and the
non-resonant case. The numerical study will focus on the Case II ðOi7OjEoo;kÞ internal
combination resonance.
Following the procedure outlined above, the normal response is decoupled from the tangential

response, and the resulting 2-d.o.f. system has non-dimensional natural frequencies of

O1 ¼ 0:9950; o2 ¼ 31:7807: ð60Þ
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Fig. 2. The 3-d.o.f. system used for the numerical study.
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The surface frequencies oo of interest are given by

ooE2O1 ¼ 1:9900; ooEO2 � O1 ¼ 30:7857; ooEO2 þ O1 ¼ 32:7757

and

ooE2O2 ¼ 63:5614:

Linearized analysis in the neighborhood of each of these frequencies produces predictions
concerning the stability of the steady sliding position as a function of forcing frequency (i.e.,
sliding speed). The stability map for the two combination resonances for the conditions listed in
Table 2 is shown in Fig. 4. The frequency ranges producing unstable local responses are

ooEO2 � O1 ) 30:74oooo30:83:

ooEO2 þ O1 ) 32:72oooo32:83;

ooE2O2 ) 62:70oooo64:45:

Note that since O1 is much smaller than O2; the additive- and difference-type combination
resonances occur at nearly the same frequency. As a result, the conclusions drawn about stable
and unstable responses, and their impact on global system dynamics, are similar for both cases.
Therefore, the results for the ooEO2 � O1 difference combination resonance are presented. Also
shown are the results for the ooE2O2 parametric resonance. The three non-linear, uncoupled
equations of motion (54) and (57) have been integrated numerically, and the results are reported
below.
Consider first the case of the difference-type combination resonance, ooEO2 � O1: In Fig. 5,

the stable response corresponding to oo ¼ 30:16 consists of small-amplitude periodic oscillations.
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Table 2

Input parameters

%m1 ¼ 0:01 #l ¼ 16:67
%k1 ¼ 10:0 o ¼ 1:0
%c1 ¼ 1:0 z1 ¼ 0:015
%kn ¼ 0:1 zn ¼ 0:1
on ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
10:0

p
#No ¼ 0:05

Fig. 3. The piecewise linear friction law.
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However, for the forcing frequency oo ¼ 30:78; the local response is unstable, and the oscillations
grow slowly. The response contains three frequency components, the natural frequencies of the
system and the forcing frequency. The amplitude envelope for these growing oscillations is shown
in Fig. 6, with a close-up view shown in Fig. 7. The multi-frequency makeup of the response and
its slow growth are evident in Fig. 7. In both cases oo ¼ 30:16 and oo ¼ 30:78; the system clearly
has one dominant frequency, that being the first natural frequency O1 ¼ 0:9950: Superimposed on
this low frequency is a higher frequency component related to both the forcing frequency and the
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Fig. 4. The stability map for ooEO1 þ O2:

Fig. 5. The slider response for oo ¼ 30:16:
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second natural frequency. For the two cases shown, the high-frequency component of the
response shows a beating phenomenon, indicative of the slight frequency mistuning of the forcing
frequency and second natural frequency. For the case oo ¼ 30:78; the amplitude of high-
frequency oscillations is not significantly higher than that for the case oo ¼ 30:16: However, the
frequency tuning is correct for the existence of the ooEO2 � O1 combination resonance. The
unstable oscillations result in a large-amplitude response, in this case leading to a steady state
stick–slip response. The same phenomenon can be observed for the ooEO1 þ O2 additive
combination resonance, for which an unstable local response is predicted for 32:72oooo32:83:
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Fig. 6. The slider response envelope for oo ¼ 30:78:

Fig. 7. A close-up of the slider time response for oo ¼ 30:78:
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Fig. 8 shows the stability map for the case ooE2O2; clearly indicating an unstable local
response for the frequency range 62:70oooo64:45: Time histories for the non-linear decoupled
equations with forcing frequencies in the stable and unstable regions are shown in Figs. 9–13. The
stable, small-amplitude steady state response associated with the forcing frequency oo ¼ 62:0 is
demonstrated in Fig. 9. Conversely, the unstable local response predicted for the forcing
frequency oo ¼ 63:5 produces the small-amplitude response of Fig. 10. Again, the unstable
oscillations initially grow but then decrease to steady state, small-amplitude oscillations with
frequency O2; as shown in Fig. 11. This phenomenon can be interpreted in terms of the tangential
motion time response of the contact subsystem, shown in Fig. 12. The velocity time history shows
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Fig. 8. The stability map for ooE2O2:

Fig. 9. The slider response for oo ¼ 62:0:
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a locally unstable response growing with frequency O2; as shown in the close-up of Fig. 13, here
resulting in stick–slip oscillations. These steady state oscillations produce a forcing function on
the slider of frequency O2: Because the natural frequency of the slider is much lower ðO1 ¼ 0:9950Þ
than the forcing frequency, the high frequency forcing function produces a high-frequency low-

amplitude response. Indeed, the resonant response of the slider is of lower magnitude than the
non-resonant response, although the smaller mass oscillates with large amplitudes in the resonant
case.
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Fig. 10. The envelope of the slider time response for oo ¼ 63:5:

Fig. 11. A close-up of the slider time response for oo ¼ 63:5:
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6. Conclusions

A general multi-d.o.f. model has been examined analytically for the existence of friction-related
instabilities of the steady sliding position. Excited in the normal direction by a rough moving
surface, and in the tangential direction by the non-linear coupling of friction, the system has been
analyzed for resonance frequencies using first order averaging on the modal response equations of
motion. Eigenvalue analysis of the averaged equations yielded stability criteria for the steady
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Fig. 12. The velocity response envelope for mass 1 for oo ¼ 63:5:

Fig. 13. A close-up of the velocity response of mass 1 for oo ¼ 63:5:
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sliding response. Numerical integration of the original system equations has verified the stability
predictions.
The major conclusions of this work are as follows:

1. Friction-related sliding instabilities may arise in the multi-d.o.f. system with time-varying
normal forces. While not friction-excited in the sense of the negative friction curve slope case,
the unstable oscillations are friction-related because they originate from the interaction of the
oscillatory normal force and the velocity-dependent friction coefficient. This parametrically

excited instability is not possible for smooth contact; i.e., the case with constant normal force.
2. Non-linear friction laws (i.e., change in slope, or sticking at zero relative velocity) can bound
locally unstable oscillations. In this case, the prescribed motion of sticking is the growth-
limiting mechanism.
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